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NEW QUESTION: 1
SPANではなくRSPANに固有のメカニズムはどれですか？
A. モニターポート
B. 送信元ポート
C. 冗長ポート
D. 宛先ポート
E. リフレクターポート
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 2
All of the following should occur in the mission statement of the organization or function
EXCEPT.
A. Establish how the supply management function will be seen in the organization.
B. Link the supply management activity to the organizational strategic goals.
C. Identify key activities through which success will be achieved.
D. Develop key metrics through which performance will be gauged.
Answer: D
Explanation:
All of the following should occur in the mission statement of the organization or function
EXCEPT developing key metrics through which performance will be gauged. Developing metrics
should be a strategic goal not mission statement component. The remaining responses are
correct. Establish how the supply management function will be seen in the organization. Link
the supply management activity to the organizational strategic goals. And, identify key
activities through which success will be achieved.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer requests you to create a new set of roles. Each role should have a single title
associated with it. You have successfully executed the Role Mining process. With the results of
this process you must ensure that there is a 100% correlation between users and their job type
before roles are created.
How can you achieve that goal?
A. After mining has been completed for business roles, create another mining task for
entitlements and set "correlation" value on the setup page at 100%.

B. On the mining setup page, select business and entitlements attributes to ensure 100%
correlation.
C. On the mining result page, set the "cut-off" value at 100%.
D. On the mining setup page, set the "role correlation" value at 100%.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Given the code fragment:
Path path1 = Paths.get("D:\sales\.\quarterly\..\report");
path1 = path1.normalize();
Path path2 = path1.relativize(Paths.get("d:\empdetails.dat"));
path2 = path2.resolve(path1);
System.out.println(path1);
System.out.println(path2);
}
What is the result?
A. D: salesquarterly . . . report
B. salesreport
C. salesreport
D. D: salesreport
E. D: salesreport
F. salesreportempdetails.dat
G. D: salesquarterly . . .report
H. salesreportempdetails.dat
Answer: D
Explanation:
Path1 is the normalized result of D:\sales\.\quarterly\..\report
namely D: salesreport.
The normalize method removes any redundant elements, which includes any "." or
"directory/.."
occurrences.
Consider path2.
With the relativize line path2 is set to ../../empdetails.dat
In this scenario the following applies to the resolve statement: Passing an absolute path to the
resolve method returns the passed-in path. So Path2 will be set to Path1 in the statement path2
=
path2.resolve(path1);
Note:
A common requirement when you are writing file I/O code is the capability to construct a path
from
one location in the file system to another location. You can meet this using the
relativizemethod.
This method constructs a path originating from the original path and ending at the location
specified by the passed-in path. The new path is relative to the original path.
You can combine paths by using the resolve method. You pass in a partial path , which is a path
that does not include a root element, and that partial path is appended to the original path.
Reference: The Java Tutorials, Path Operations
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